
Clarity AI Sustainability
Raw Data - Gender 
Equality
Understand the leaders and laggers 
in gender equality across the 
structure of organizations



Gender Equality

Problem

Gender inequality persists in the business world, with women facing systemic 
barriers that limit their opportunities for leadership and career advancement. 
Achieving gender equality in the workplace is crucial for creating a fair and inclusive 
society, promoting diversity and innovation, and driving economic growth. 
Organizations that prioritize gender equality contribute to positive change while 
potentially benefiting from increased talent retention and improved financial 
performance.
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Solution

This template will provide you with key indicators such as the gender pay gap within 
an organization or the percentage of women in the organization and in the board, 
which will allow you to asses the steps organizations in your portfolio are taking 
towards gender equality.This data-driven approach promotes transparency, 
accountability, and continuous improvement towards creating fair and inclusive 
workplaces.

Standard delivery format
We help our clients choose from our vast inventory of data to 
solve specific problems. Clients can use the template as it is, or 
enrich it with data from our inventory to have a custom product. 
Our standard delivery method is a monthly datafeed, in a long 
format CSV file to our S3 aws hosted services.
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Clarity AI Raw Data Solutions - Gender Equality

By Index

Clarity AI Raw Data Solutions - Gender Equality
By Sector

Market Leading Coverage 
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Clarity AI Raw Data Solutions - Issuer Coverage
By Geography

Market Leading Coverage 

Total: 11143



Limited Distribution 

About Clarity AI
Clarity AI is a sustainability technology platform that uses machine learning and big data to deliver 
environmental and social insights to investors, organizations, and consumers. Clarity AI’s capabilities 
are an essential tool for end-to-end sustainability analysis related to investing, corporate research, 
benchmarking, consumer ecommerce, and regulatory reporting. As of June 2023, Clarity AI’s platform 
analyzes more than 70,000 companies, 420,000 funds, 201 countries, and 199 local governments, 
which represents more breadth than any other player in the market. One way Clarity AI delivers on 
its mission to bring societal impact to markets is by ensuring its capabilities are delivered directly 
into clients' workflows through integrations with partners like BlackRock - Aladdin, Refinitiv an LSEG 
business, BNP Manaos, CACEIS, and Simcorp. Additionally, Clarity AI's sustainability insights reach 
more than 150 million consumers across more than 400,000 merchants on the Klarna platform. 
Clarity AI has offices in North America, Europe, and the Middle East, and its client network manages 
tens of trillions in assets and includes companies like Invesco, Nordea, BlackRock, Santander, 
Wellington, and BNP Paribas.

Legal Disclaimer

This document and its content (the "Document") as well as all related rights are the exclusive property of Clarity AI Inc. and its 
affiliates and/or respective licensors ("Clarity AI"). The recipient of this Document shall keep it strictly confidential.

This Document may not be construed as an offer, and is provided solely for the purpose of engaging in commercial 
discussions regarding Clarity AI´s products and services. Any further use is subject to written authorization by Clarity AI. Any 
provision of products or services by Clarity AI shall be subject to a final written agreement mutually executed between Clarity 
AI and recipient. Although reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this Document, Clarity AI disclaims any and all 
warranties regarding this Document, whether express or implied, to the extent allowed by law, including but not limited to: 
warranties of absence of error, non-infringement of third-party rights (including intellectual property rights), accuracy, 
completeness, reliability, and possibility of profits or any form of results expected by the recipient.

Clarity AI also disclaims all warranties of compliance with any particular law, decree or other form of regulation, in relation to 
or resulting from the use of Clarity AI’s products or services. Under no circumstances shall this Document or the Clarity AI 
products or services be construed as the provision of financial or legal advice or recommendation. Clarity AI recommends that 
the recipient of this Document and any intended beneficiary of Clarity AI´s products and services obtain independent expert 
advice regarding such matters.
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